
AP Human Geography – Mr. Fenn – Impact Academy 

2013-14 Summer Assignment 

You should complete all 3 parts before the first day of school, August 5, 2013.   

PART 1:  You will need special knowledge of the world. Even though this is not a regional course it is important to build 

your mental map of the world.  It is important that you have a good atlas, or a set of maps.  You can print them off from 

this site: www.geographicguide.net/maps.htm, or order from Amazon:  Goode’s World Atlas. 

You need to study the atlas and self-test on the maps. An excellent website to use as a study aid is: 

http://www.lizardpoint.com/fun/geoquiz/asiaquiz.html  

The World Regions:  North America, Latin America, Europe, Middle East or Southwest Asia (know the difference), Russia 
and the Republics, Africa (Sub-Saharan and North Africa), South Asia, Southeast Asia, East Asia.  There will be regular 
map quizzes built into each Unit module.   
 

PART 2:  Using the graphic organizer provided separately on my teacher page, Notable Geographers and Models, fill in 

the chart.  You can also use this site to search by alphabet the names of Geographers and their models: 

http://www.tuition.com.hk/geography/.  You may also find this Prezi presentation useful.  You will turn this in. 

 

PART 3:  Choose one of the following books.  Amazon.com is a good place to find cheap used ones.  

Life As We Knew It by Susan Beth Pfeffer  
Fast Food Nation: The Dark Side of the All-American Meal by Eric Schlosser 
The Namesake  by  Jhumpa Lahiri 
Silent Spring by Rachel Carson 
Guns, Germs and Steel by Diamond  
Divergent by Veronica Roth 

    
Read one of the suggested books and write a brief summary, to turn in.  Your paper should include: 
  

10 points:  Bibliography in either MLA  format.  ( Author’s name, place of  
publication , date of publication, number of pages in book…you can refer to the 
 following web site for assistance:  http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/557/01/ 
  

 10 points:  Title Page  
  

30 points:  Summary of the book 
  

10 points:  Author’s objectives: What did the author intend for the reader in writing this book? 
  

10 points:  Universal lessons.  Provide examples from the book of lessons that would apply any place or time.  If 
you feel there is not a lesson to be learned from your book, explain why. 

  
 20 points:  Personal Opinion: Did you like or dislike the book and why 
  

10 points:  Please integrate, where applicable the five geographic themes of geography (place, location, HEI, 
movement and region)  You do not have to address them all, just the ones that apply to your book. 

http://www.geographicguide.net/maps.htm
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=atlas+goodes&rh=i%3Aaps%2Ck%3Aatlas+goodes
http://www.lizardpoint.com/fun/geoquiz/asiaquiz.html
http://www.tuition.com.hk/geography/
http://prezi.com/quigwfyvfnoy/ap-human-geography-models-and-theories/
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/557/01/

